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Align your network with next-level group
storage management and access automation.

Real-Time Updates

Automated

Increased Security

Active Directory events
trigger real-time group
updates, ensuring
they’re always accurate
and up-to-date

With automated updates,
manual group management
tasks and custom scripts are
eliminated; letting your technical
staff focus on other projects.

With real-time updates, you
can trust that your network
groups are secure, solving
potential security and
compliance risks.

The Problem
Group “objects” in Microsoft AD simplify network
management by allowing administrators to assign
access rights to a single group, applying the
permissions to all members of that group, rather
than assigning them individually. Group members
can access shared resources and applications on
the network, improving collaboration and keeping
information secure and visible only to authorized
users. Unless maintained and kept current,
these groups can quickly become outdated and
inaccurate - causing a series of security and
compliance risks
Unfortunately, maintaining the integrity of network
groups is typically done via complicated scripts or
manual tasks that take valuable time away from
your IT staff.

Management
Automatic, real-time updates to
network group membership
Access
Solve security and compliance risks
with confidence in your network groups
Introducing Groupsymmetry
By monitoring Microsoft Active Directory,
Groupsymmetry automates group membership
updates in real-time, adding or removing users
according to pre-established policies and
event-driven changes in network users’ identities.
This eliminates the need to manually modify group
memberships, and ensures that your organizational
groups are always accurate and up-to-date.
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Save time and
money while
enhancing the
security of your
group membership
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How Groupsymmetry Works
Groupsymmetry policies define the criteria for membership to a network group. These criteria may be
any combination of network location and attribute values that the user must possess to qualify as a
group member.
Groupsymmetry then monitors current Active Directory status and updates group membership when
either the policy rules change or an event (such as a group member leaving) warrants a change. All
group updates take place in real-time, providing a seamless transition that occurs automatically. Once
a policy has been created and defined for a group, Groupsymmetry eliminates the need to manually
add or remove users from a group. This saves valuable time and frees up IT staff resources to focus
on other, business-critical operations. Automated, real-time group management also eliminates
having to run and maintain complicated, custom-written scripts.

A Flexible Solution
Groupsymmetry also seamlessly integrates with other Condrey Corporation
products, such as Senergy and Aurora, to expand their capabilities and create
virtually unlimited opportunities to improve productivity and collaboration, and
enhance security, while decreasing costs at the same time.
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